
TO WRITE ARTICLE REVIEW

An article review is a piece of writing where you summarize and assess another person's article. It entails a logical
evaluation of the central theme of the article.

A powerful thesis is a key. Date Month Year Accessed. The most meaningful parts here are the main points
and the facts to support them. Be ready to prepare a reasonable analysis supported by reliable statements and
evidence. Make sure that you select the information that is really useful for your review and meets its purpose.
Use spell-check or get a second opinion on your paper. The rest of the review must follow this citation. Pass
your judgment as to whether the given facts are sufficient for supporting the author's main argument. Pay
attention to whether your article is empirical or conceptual. This may be either something you have discussed
at school or something you have read on your own. Step 2: Identify the organization of the review. Good luck!
This is where you briefly restate the main points of the article, as well as your judgment as to how well-written
and important the article is. Having retold the gist of the article, take your time and decide which parts are
worth discussing in the review. Note relevant facts and findings of the article. Hence, the readers should
understand what you are going to write about and why you are going to do that. Make sure that you use
specific references and examples. If there are any unanswered questions in the article, you have to point them
out. Only experts are able to compose really good reviews containing a logical evaluation of a paper as well as
the critique. Besides, highlight the knowledge that the author has contributed to the field. Discuss the positive
aspects. Also, indicate strengths and weaknesses. Order Now An article review is essential because: It corrects
vague terms. Write an outline. To provide logical and smooth transactions between the review's elements,
consider the interconnection of the conclusion with your suggestions. Combine information from the
introductory part and conclusion. Try to formulate your thoughts clearly and make sure your statements are
appropriate in the context of a work you're reviewing. Your professor will provide you with the essential
details about the style, pages, the overall number of articles to analyze, sources, and so on. Note that you
should not cite references in the abstract. Use the formal style and narrate impersonally or from the third
person, avoid the first person. Read Your Article Read the article a few times. After this, you need to write a
thesis. Article reviews imply writing for a specific audience that is familiar with your subject. Body: This
includes the subtopics that you are addressing. After reviewing the summary outline, identify the significant
aspects such as instances of effective writing, contributions to the field and areas which are to be improved in
the article. Step 7. Include the author's conclusions in this section. That is extremely difficult to challenge.
Conclusion: It should briefly state your rationale for your review and the purpose of the article. You may want
to observe a list of article review topics.


